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GASPACK, YOUR PARTNER

WELCOME

IN RAIL SYSTEMS AND DOOR PARTS

TO GASPACK

Total package
We supply everything required for you to produce hermetic sliding doors. Besides various types of rail systems
we produce drive units, doorframes, door fittings and sealing rubbers. Originally, our company has developed and
manufactured doors and that experience enables us to offer the right solutions to our customers.

Order online
Placing an order or requesting a quotation? You can do that quick and easy in the Gaspack webshop. The webshop
allows you to easily configure a rail system fully suited to your requirements and shows you the net prices. We
supply drive units, doorframes, handles, sealing rubbers and spare parts. In the webshop you find a range of
products, but should you need any help we are always available to assist you on the phone or by email.

For over 25 years, Gaspack has been the specialist in the area of rail systems and door parts for hermetic
doors for use in clean rooms, freezer rooms and cold stores. From our production facility in ZwaagdijkOost, the Netherlands we deliver the total package of high-end products for the production of hermetic
doors worldwide.

The Gaspack product range:
 Rail systems
 Drive units

Made to order

 Doorframes

Rail systems, drive units and doorframes are produced according to customer specifications. We supply rail
systems for all door widths, numerous options and accessories for the drive unit and several types of wall mounting
brackets. All that is left for you to do is installing the rail system at the customer.

 Door profiles

In-house developed

 Sliding and hinged door fittings
 Sealing rubbers

Our rail systems are designed by the Gaspack R&D department and are produced in-house. Besides product
development, the R&D department supports customers with product integration and are able to develop customer
specific products as well.

High quality
Our rail systems and doorframes are made from high-quality aluminium which is anodised after being extruded.
This results in light-weight, corrosion resistant, low-maintenance and easy to install products.
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Short delivery times
We produce made to order and have a keen eye for efficiency. Results? Short delivery times!

Easy to install
We combine customer request with simplicity and efficiency! Once delivered to the end user, the only thing left
is installing, levelling and setting up the controller and motor if applicable.

The entire product range is developed in-house and produced ‘made to order’. Besides standard
configurations we have a fully equipped R&D department with test facilities to develop customer
specific products.

Rail systems
Each door is different! Our product range consists of several rail systems. The difference? Carrying capacity!

Outsourcing no option?
Besides supplying fully assembled rail systems, we can supply the profiles in different lengths. With an adequate
sawing installation, sufficient operating space and skilled technicians you are able to assemble rail systems, doors
and doorframes yourself.

 +31 (0) 229 - 26 74 57

 INFO@GASPACK.NL

Nieuwmarkt 2, 1681 NP Zwaagdijk-Oost, The Nederlands
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